
HEALTHCARE

AGEING POPULATION

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

URBAN MIGRATION

Sharing 
new technologies 
with developing
countries to address 
sustainability problems

faster

Can we 
transfer energy
across borders and
long distances?

Can change 
be influenced 
through greater 
automation?

Driving Change
in habits through incentives 
and showing usage as 
money spent

Changing how our
cities are built 
to capture, store and 
recycle energy

Smart Meters
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igital Leapfrogging

biggest problem
              is wasting energy

The

POPULATION GROWTH

Infrastructure

Investment in 
infrastructure and 
resilient systems 

are needed

Infrastructure must keep up 
with the inflow of people – 

or quality of life in 
cities will decline

Smart Cities

Urban migration
will impact on resources

– and cause greater localised
demand for energy

We need smarter 
cities to manage 
our  resources and 
the flow of people 
more effectively 

Intelligent Transport

Mass transport
networks identified 

as a huge 
challenge

With crowded cities, we need
 more intelligent transport.

Driverless cars and 
pooling are just the start

INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)

Creating Intelligent Industries

Intelligent
Industries

IoT
Adoption

Data
Security

Sensors
on people, in vehicles 
and homes could have a 
huge impact on the 
insurance industry

Sensors can be used to 
monitor people 
and machinery for 
health & safety
and wellbeing

Adopting Internet of Things 

Maintaining Data Security

IoT security risks 
are the primary concern 
for business & society

Who should own 
collected data – and 
who should have access?
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More People, More Demand

Ensure infrastructure
 and services can cope 

so we can deliver 
without disruption

Enhanced productivity
and smarter distribution

of basic resources is crucial —  
technology can play a key role

Reaching More Customers

Growing population 
need to have access
 to digital services 

on any platform

It is vital for back-end
systems to cope

with demand

Data Analytics

Will allow us to 
discover and respond to 
societal trends amongst 

a growing population 

Allocate resources and
deal with peak

 activity/demand       

There must be a universal standard
 for this to become widespread

Do we provide 
enough parking
spaces?

Is Public Transport 
frequency adequate

for our needs?

What about bin 
collection services? 

We need to:
Enable, not alienate 

Attract younger talent 

Avoid a skills gap through skills transfer 

IMPACT ON BUSINESS

Workforces are ageing, as well as customers.  

Delivering
Services to 
the Ageing 
Population

MYTHS REALITY

Data 
Security 
Divide

GENERATION Y AGEING POPULATION

Everyone knows 
how to use 
technology

Generation Y is
less risk averse

The ageing 
population
need to be 
educated 
and enabled

The older generation 
are not interested 
in technology

NOT 
INTERESTED

Many of them 
are, but we need 
to drive greater usage

Technology-assisted healthcare

Encouraging an active lifestyle

Innovation is crucial for
proactive diagnosis and 

wellbeing self-management 

More sedentary jobs than manual ones 
=

changing health issues

Could digital 
remove the

need to visit a doctor?

Whose role is
it to make a
decision based
on healthcare 
data?

■ Driving actionable 
data to the right healthcare
professionals, at the right time

■ What information are
we comfortable with 
being recorded and stored?

Technology 
needs to adapt
to encourage 
greater levels 

of activity

Wearables 
have to be 

encouraged,
not dictated

There needs to be 
greater incentives 

for wearers to encourage 
long-term adoption
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(including transport, energy, public 
services  and basic resources).

Ageing population
lack trust in digital 
channels and apps

We need to encourage technology uptake through 
inclusion, better access and greater affordability.

Real-time energy supply & 
demand information:

If people knew 
when supply on  
the grid was high, 
they would know 

when it‘s cheapest 
to use appliances    

REAL-TIME

It’s all about 
turning this
‘big data‘
into actionable
insight

Avoid being 
exclusive – 
sharing of 
data and 
compatibility 
is vital 

Key points made by future leaders
from Fujitsu, our customers and partners
at the ‘Inspiring Innovation’ event on 
3rd February 2016   
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Visit our Megatrends site for more information

9 ways Megatrends will change our world

The Megatrends shaping business and society 

@Fujitsu_UK #Megatrends

Megatrends: The 
global changes 
shaping business 
and society

http://www.fujitsu.com/uk/innovation/megatrends/
http://www.fujitsu.com/uk/innovation/megatrends/
http://blog.uk.fujitsu.com/fujitsu-news/9-ways-megatrends-will-change-our-world/
https://twitter.com/fujitsu_uk
https://twitter.com/hashtag/megatrends

